In the name of God
This preface is good for preparing minds of everybody, we start with 3-4 modern examples
that each one of them is considered as an instance what we say, in fact their names and
memories same as Aeen Ganj va Ganj Aeen.
Due to lack of opportunity, since great witness like Imam Khomeini and his works such as
40th hadith and so on, which has been inherited since 1318 SH and 1320 SH that he glorified
scholars and his teachers like Hajj Sheikh Abdolkarim Haeri Yazdi as the head of Muslims and
he also praised Sheikh Mohammad Shahabadi, we also respect them who has been considered
as mirror and custom.
The witness of Hajj Agha Ruhollah, about great persons such as Ayatollah founder of Qom
Seminary, was also glorified repeatedly in the position of later and on the other hand,
documents and memories of first Pahlavi period was published too, recently it has been shown
the conversation between Mohammadreza, prince and his wife (Fawzia of Egypt) and reading
newspaper of that time even discussion with Reza Shah about role of Hajj Sheikh in the series
of The Mystery of Shah for 20 minutes.
From important critical, social and historical book called Kashif al-Asrar in the mid
twenties in 1324-25 by Imam (peace be upon him) to a valuable book called Goftar Shiie
dar osul va foru, written by Ayatollah Shams al-Din Mohammad Mojtahedi Najafi in order to
welcoming the book of Kashif al-Asrar in 1328 and later it has been published in the 1330s.
Each one of them is documentary and stable which are usable and documentary and
understandable instances for this statement, but we briefly remember the late Martyr Ayatollah
Morteza Motahari about his relationship with Hajj Agha Seyyed Hossein Tabatabai Brujerdi
and his useful relationship with Allameh Tabatabai which sometimes it was quoted in
statements and memories of Ayatollah Shams al-Din Mojtahedi Najafi, Prof. Ali Davani and
so on.
Doing tasks by Seyyed Ali Agha Ghazi who was master same as mountain of treasure,
scientific and moral treasure.
On the other hand, it is the duty and obligation to exponential orbital symmetry with
the great task of Ayatollah Brujerdi who was leader of Shiite world and marja of Islamic world
in that time, on one hand, he has done his duty so honestly whose emphasis on the Quran verses
and Hadiths like
which it is still famous among scholars.
Even there is a parable from him, its another aspect is attracting and tending some people
(as Oveis was attracted to Islam) like Anne marie Schimmel and Henry Corbin toward him
from the west or Reza Ruzbe Zanjani who had enthusiasm for doing educational tasks which
he was educated from school in Zanjan to Alavi and Nikan school by Allameh Karbaschian.
Or it should be remembered like these instances in memories of Ayatollah Khamenei who
is the supreme leader of Iran, he was educated by great men such as Ayatollah Morteza Haeri
Yazdi. As another section of Aeen Ganj va Ganj Aeen, it should be Ayatollah Shams al-Din
Mohammad Mojtahedi Najafi known as Hakim Khaze who is a great man from Najaf and Qom,
is 90 years old.

Of course, we can observe both of them which is called temperament and wisdom as two
divine messengers that God give us according to his mercy and our capacity or lend them to
us. Anyway, either theism or negligence, the purpose of the creation of the universe and man.
What does it mean? When some people listen to God`s word but ignore it, we should say
in current important situation which it is exactly the pathological words of Imam Ali
(peace be upon him) who said and we still require to notice to him with incompetent managers
exactly too.
The managers not only ignore present and future generations in terms of material life and
sustenance but also they don`t notice to conscience, culture, faith of posterity. It could be said
that warnings of Imam Khomeini (peace be upon him) and Supreme Leader came true
completely, but it was done by those who know themselves as scholars.
Because it doesn’t leave any trace to record their undeniable and deadly and surprisingly
The young of Iran where there are so many martyrs in it, unfortunately welcome from
Reza Khan to some treasury predatory officials of arrogant Pahlavi regime or even some of
ruthless managers who were caused to collapse and overthrow of the Islamic Republic which
is works of blood of thousands of patriots and martyrs as a savor, as if it is clear painfully.
There are dozen or thousand instances of fake sects and nations in the world which are
ethntic and worship devil according to their fake sect called existentialism. They prosebytize
devil, elf undeniable. It can be found that not only they return to agree something called creation
and creator but also they have written about Hermeneutie.
Due to lack of opportunity, it can`t be discussed about the issue that it is explained about
international Cartel and trusts which they try to achieve to goals of their evil groups by
widespreading or creating dozens of physical diseases and increasing types of cancers and
developing chemical drugs and equipped laboratories.
On the other hand, scorning Unitarianism, attacking to inherent beliefs as if it is a horrible
battle. It`s the baffle which train on the last of human and just doing its task and all of thoughts,
feelings which has been left from identity of human, are being destroyed by advertising in
satellite networks, the mafia of networks of TV, radio, cinema.
Of course, this issue is complex and it isn`t related to today but if we research, we will find
that it has been cultural epic mythology and moral mythology epic so far and there are great
man who has found better the creation of creator and philosophy of reasonable life.
There was parts which must be praised them. They have done their tasks to characters which
our duty to glorify them briefly, we must mention the Prophets, they were not only human who
put in good and bad situations but also they are self-made human beings so we must discuss
about those.
It could be counted dozens of hadiths, verses, references of Sunnis and Shiites and
scientific, juridical, philosophical, mystical references one by one.

